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 Our project to create videos to assist Spanish speakers, or students who have studied 
Spanish prior to taking Italian developed from the current state of affairs in the Italian program.  
Enrollments are decreasing and the majority of students who decide to begin studying Italian 
are those who have studied Spanish.  We need to tap into this group of students and support 
their progress in the acquisition of Italian in order to promote their continuation in the study of 
Italian up to and beyond the fourth semester level.  It is crucial to the survival of our 
department in terms of attracting students who will major or minor in Italian. To this end, It is 
important to facilitate students understanding of the similarities between Spanish and Italian to 
reassure them that what they already know will assist them in learning something new.  
Another goal of our project is to show through videos that actively demonstrate how an 
expression is written and spoken what differences there are between the two languages.  
Demonstrating where the languages diverge provides students with resources they can access 
when confronting concepts that may contradict what they have learned in their Spanish classes 
or when speaking Spanish.   
 The need for the development of these videos was recognized by both Sue and Laura in 
their respective classes.  Laura, as the instructor, witnessed first-hand the reoccurring errors 
Spanish speakers and learners were making and how these slip ups would frustrate them or 
leave students bewildered. The questions that arose repeatedly were the same from semester 
to semester so making videos available would streamline the responses and anticipate the 
questions.  Sue, as both a Spanish instructor and Italian student, encountered first-hand these 
similarities and difference and in turn shared them with Laura who provided the explanations. 
They then collaborated to create the scripts that addressed the topics that were puzzling to 
Spanish speakers taking Italian.  Several videos have been completed and more will be made 
throughout the summer so that a collection of approximately 10 will be available to the Italian 
faculty for uploading to Blackboard.   
The videos will also be shown at the Summer Global Café when incoming students are 
deliberating their choice of foreign language study.  It will be a valuable tool for Italian faculty 
to have during this recruitment period. Students shown the video who are considering a new 
language to study will see that their prior study of Spanish will put them at an advantage in 
studying Italian.  The interactive videos will also give students comfort in knowing that they 
belong to a community of learnings with similar skills and habits.   
The videos will communicate to incoming students our awareness of their current 
abilities and where they made need some extra input.  During a first-semester Italian course, 
Spanish speaking students often are more advanced than other students who have not studied 
a foreign language before taking Italian.  They may grasp new concepts quickly and these videos 
may be assigned to the Spanish speakers in class while other students are working in pairs to 
prevent them from feeling bored or plateauing.  The videos will also allow Italian instructors to 
differentiate the homework assignments offering these videos as alternatives to those provided 
by the text. 
The Doodly platform allows for the creation of whiteboard videos in which you can see a 
hand write words or draw pictures. This software allows for simple videos that present the 
Spanish and Italian words side-by-side with the addition of images to aid comprehension. Using 
this program means that the text is large enough to be viewed on a smart phone and could be 
accessed by the student anywhere at any time. No video is longer than 2 minutes and, as such, 
is easily digestible. 
 We hope this project will be a springboard for a potential Italian online course or more 
specifically, an “Italian for Spanish speakers” face-to-face class.  In the meantime, we’d like to 
present the work we are doing at the NECTFL conference in 2020, which will incorporate both 
the current project and the outcomes and results from Laura using the videos in her Fall first-
semester Italian classes. We should note that Elisabetta Convento, director of the Study Abroad 
program in Padua has also expressed interest in making use of these videos. 
 Finally, we would like to thank Mark, Frank and Deanna for their help in making this 
project a reality. We have both learned a great deal and enjoyed ourselves enormously. Thank 
you for this opportunity. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Laura and Sue 
